Mediterranean Islands, Fragile Communities and Persistent Landscapes: Antikythera in Long-Term Perspective Andrew Bevan, James Conolly Mediterranean landscape ecology, island cultures and long-term human history have all emerged as major research agendas over the past half-century, engaging large swathes of the social and natural sciences. This book brings these traditions together in considering Antikythera, a tiny island perched on the edge of the Aegean and Ionian seas, over the full course of its human history from the Neolithic through the present day. Small islands are particularly interesting because their human, plant, and animal populations often experience abrupt demographic changes, including periods of near-complete abandonment and recolonization, and Antikythera proves to be one of the best-documented examples of these shifts over time. Small islands also play eccentric but revealing roles in wider social, economic, and political networks, serving as places for refugees, hunters, modern eco-tourists, political exiles, hermits, and pirates. Antikythera is a rare case of an island that has been investigated in its entirety from several systematic fieldwork and disciplinary perspectives, not least of which is an intensive archaeological survey. The authors use the resulting evidence to offer a unique vantage on settlement and land use histories.
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From reader reviews:
Christopher Hannah:
Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important take action, like looking for your favorite book and reading a book. Beside you can solve your long lasting problem; you can add your knowledge by the book entitled Mediterranean Islands, Fragile Communities and Persistent Landscapes: Antikythera in Long-Term Perspective. Try to face the book Mediterranean Islands, Fragile Communities and Persistent Landscapes: Antikythera in Long-Term Perspective as your buddy. It means that it can to get your friend when you feel alone and beside those of course make you smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you a lot more confidence because you can know almost everything by the book. So , we need to make new experience in addition to knowledge with this book.
George Walker:
Within other case, little individuals like to read book Mediterranean Islands, Fragile Communities and Persistent Landscapes: Antikythera in Long-Term Perspective. You can choose the best book if you want reading a book. As long as we know about how is important a book Mediterranean Islands, Fragile Communities and Persistent Landscapes: Antikythera in Long-Term Perspective. You can add knowledge and of course you can around the world by way of a book. Absolutely right, simply because from book you can understand everything! From your country right up until foreign or abroad you will end up known. About simple matter until wonderful thing you may know that. In this era, we are able to open a book or perhaps searching by internet product. It is called e-book. You need to use it when you feel fed up to go to the library. Let's read.
Frank Monroe:
The book Mediterranean Islands, Fragile Communities and Persistent Landscapes: Antikythera in Long-Term Perspective can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything you want. Why then must we leave the great thing like a book Mediterranean Islands, Fragile Communities and Persistent Landscapes: Antikythera in Long-Term Perspective? Some of you have a different opinion about reserve. But one aim that book can give many information for us. It is absolutely right. Right now, try to closer using your book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, it is possible to give for each other; you can share all of these. Book Mediterranean Islands, Fragile Communities and Persistent Landscapes: Antikythera in Long-Term Perspective has simple shape but you know: it has great and big function for you. You can search the enormous world by start and read a reserve. So it is very wonderful.
Edward Johnson:
Is it you who having spare time after that spend it whole day by watching television programs or just lying on the bed? Do you need something new? This Mediterranean Islands, Fragile Communities and Persistent Landscapes: Antikythera in Long-Term Perspective can be the respond to, oh how comes? The new book you know. You are thus out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this brand-new era is common not a geek activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?
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